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IN THE WORST OF TIMES
SHOWING OUR COMPASSION

VISION

"A connected, empowered,
progressive Philippines"
MISSION
As the social outreach arm of PLDT and
SMART, the PLDT-Smart Foundation
provides assistance in education,
economic and social entrepreneurship,
disaster response, youth, arts and sports
development. In all these, PLDT-Smart
Foundation strives to integrate information
and communication technology, reaching out
above all to those who have less access.
VALUES
We value:
PASSION to serve, for results, for hard work
SOLIDARITY and community
FAITH in God and in the Filipino people
INTEGRITY and accountability

OUR COVER
Year 2020 was marked by various challenges,
starting with a volcanic eruption, interrupted
with typhoons, and weighed down by a global
health pandemic.
The PLDT-Smart Foundation soldiered on amid
the tough times, continuously reaching out to
communities, homes, and institutions that need
help the most. During one of the typhoons, the
PSF team headed out to remote barangays just
to bring immediate relief to victims. Even with
face masks on, the feeling of gratitude can be
seen in the recipients’ eyes.
Indeed, there is no greater compassion than to
be there for a stranger during times of need.
And for PSF, it has fulfilled its mission in 2020 to
be one with the Filipino people.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN

MANUEL V. PANGILINAN
Who would’ve imagined a year ago that the world
would be in a very precarious state right now? With the
coronavirus pandemic affecting nations, claiming lives,
and crippling economies, we are being held hostage by
a different kind of enemy that is unseen and insidious.
Today, our government and the business sector continue
to find means to curtail the spread of the virus while
searching for solutions to help Filipinos cope with the
new normal.
Despite this worrisome state of affairs, a glimmer of hope
shines on the horizon – it’s the Filipino spirit of malasakit.
It moves everyone to share, to care, and show kindness
to our medical workers, frontliners, neighbors, and even
strangers.
These acts of compassion fueled by malasakit have
inspired the setting up of soup kitchens, outreach
missions, and corporate drives to reach those who are
most affected. I am proud to report that the PLDT Group,
together with members of Tulong Kapatid such as the
PLDT-Smart Foundation, were at the forefront with our
volunteers who showed their care even with face masks
on.
Throughout the year, we have
connected communities and
encouraged the entrepreneurial
spirit among Filipinos,
especially those who lost
jobs or their means of
income. Some developed
strategies from selling
crafts, crops, food, and
homemade products
that are sold online,
while others engaged in
delivery services. Large
businesses now conduct
online transactions.
Conferences and
meetings now take
place virtually. Classes
are now online in most
parts of the country.
The pandemic has
brought in new
dimensions of
communications
and convergence.
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We at the PLDT Group know that the survival of our
country, our economy, and our people depend on effective
telecommunication infrastructure. We have further improved
Internet connectivity in our areas with the setting up of more
cell sites and repairing of lines so that there is unhampered
and seamless connectivity through DSL and wireless data
platforms. Making your lives convenient through connectivity
is our responsibility.
Just as we steadily enhance our corporate products and
services, our corporate social responsibility through PLDTSmart Foundation continues to provide services to our people
by being at the frontlines – continuing our programs for
education such as the Gabay Guro and various scholarships,
and helping as many people as we can in times of distress
such as those during the Taal Volcano eruption, the typhoons,
and this health pandemic.

We in PLDT and PLDT-Smart
Foundation, with God as our
sandigan, are with you in these
toughest of times. The
indomitable spirits
of bayanihan and
kapatiran have
helped us get
through so many
challenges in the
past, and I believe
that this pandemic
is no different. This
darkness shall soon
pass and give way to
light once more.
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MVP at the University of the Philippines during the signing of the Professorial Chair grant in January 2020.

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

MA. ESTHER O. SANTOS
Year 2020 would forever remain as a very memorable year
for numerous reasons. A global health pandemic changed
the way we live, work, and communicate. We had to stay
home in order to stay safe from the virus.

With that came the new normal way of
doing our mission at the PLDT-Smart
Foundation (PSF). Amid the challenges,
we continued to reach out to those who
need help most, and we did it safely by
following strict health protocols. Our
chairman Manuel V. Pangilinan, at the
early stages of the pandemic, rallied us to
use all available resources to bring relief
and assistance to organizations, LGUs,
and vulnerable members of our society.
Thus in 2020, PSF’s contribution to society became more
significant as it became part of the frontlines, supporting
the AFP’s efforts when we did our Rolling Stores and Mobile
Kitchen. MVP also instructed PSF to step up support for
medical frontliners, and we followed through by providing
life-saving equipment, PPEs, and medicines to various
hospitals and clinics.

On a personal note, 2020 was filled with so many lessons
that I would not forget in my life. They say that man’s
character is tested during times of crisis and I grew to
admire and respect a lot of people. From MVP for his
compassionate leadership, to our employee volunteers
who went out of their way to help, and to our courageous
men and women in uniform who helped us bring PSF’s
relief packs to the farthest places. I salute and thank all
of you for showing your best in these worst of times.
When we thought that the PLDT-Smart Group, employees,
and sponsors had already experienced donor fatigue, they
pleasantly surprised us with even more donations to help
those in need when we made a call for help.
When I went around to oversee our Covid-19 relief efforts,
it was a “different” scenario. I couldn’t embrace or shake
hands with friends, volunteers, and beneficiaries, but I
felt hope in their hearts. Even with their faces covered
with face masks and face shields, I could see in their eyes
their care and compassion. Their selfless gestures have
touched me profoundly and gave me hope in humanity.

In a world that was slowed down by the pandemic, PSF
still continued on with its various programs, albeit in
a different mode as we utilized the strong internet
connection provided by PLDT and Smart. Our annual
programs for education such as the Gabay Guro
and the MVP Academic Excellence Award were
turned into online events. At the same time,
we strengthened our E-Learning programs
and continued to provide communities
with Smart’s School-in-a-Bag and PSF’s
Sack-of-Joy. Our mode of delivery may
be different in 2020, but the essence
of our service remains the same – to
reach out and empower the youth of
this nation.
The year was not spared by natural
calamities, starting with the January
eruption of Taal Volcano to the annual
typhoons that entered our country. We
did not forget those who were affected
as part of PSF’s mission is to be there
for fellow Filipinos wherever they may
be – even in the farthest barangay
which can only be reached via a banca
– in times of great need.
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Esther during one of the relief drives after the Taal eruption in January 2020

They say that the “darkest hour is
just before dawn.” With God’s
grace, we would once again
see each other soon! Stay
safe and stay kind.

COMPASSION FOR COMMUNITIES

COMPASSION
FOR COMMUNITIES
Year 2020 is unlike
any other years as it
started with nature’s
wrath and ushered in
a new normal as the
pandemic lingered on.
The year was also a
test of the resilience of
PLDT-Smart Foundation
as it faced challenges
to reach out to
communities affected
by crises in multiple
fronts.
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The start of 2020 was marked with the eruption of Taal
Volcano, affecting communities and households surrounding
it. Immediately, the PLDT-Smart Foundation (PSF), in
cooperation with Tulong Kapatid, mobilized relief efforts to
reach out to those who are in need – bringing power, water,
communication, and food packs.
PSF, with Alagang Kapatid Foundation and Cignal TV
employees, manned a food truck which served hot meals to
500 persons at evacuation centers in Tagaytay, Laurel, and
Mabini. PSF also provided 250 hygiene kits to the evacuees,
and gave face masks to emergency responders.
Each member of Tulong Kapatid provided their expertise to
make sure that each and every evacuee is comfortable and
attended to. For example, Makati Medical Center Foundation
provided volunteer doctors and nurses, Metro Pacific
Investments Foundation gave away care packs containing
blankets and mats, while PLDT and Smart set-up Libreng
Tawag and WiFi Internet booths in various relocation and
coordination sites.
These efforts for Taal victims were done not only in a day,
but in multiple relief missions. PSF distributed 110 relief
packs to Taal evacuees at the Tolentino Sports and Activity
Center, where they also served hot meals to 500 people. At
the Tagaytay Integrated School in Cavite, PSF distributed
190 relief packs and 500 hot meals. PSF likewise went to an
evacuation site at the Sto. Tomas North Central School in Sto.
Tomas, Batangas.
PSF also gave out hygiene kits in Mabini, Batangas as it
participated in the January 18 Mercy Mission, led by Makati
Medical Center Foundation.
During the course of the relief mission to Taal, employeevolunteers of PLDT and Smart joined the relief efforts of PSF
by participating in the repacking of over 2,000 hygiene kits,
which included face masks and towels.
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“These families
have such resilient
spirits that are ready
to face whatever
hardships life
throws their way.
We shall continue
to do the best we
can to help alleviate
the situation of
the families, and
hopefully find ways
to assist them in
their long-term
recovery.”
Ma. Esther O. Santos
PSF President

2,600
families
1,200

and

individuals

benefitted from Taal relief drive
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Bringing aid to areas hit
by Taal Volcano eruption

COMPASSION FOR COMMUNITIES

Surpassing the challenges
of a global health pandemic
No effort is too big or too small to help in this once-in-alifetime health pandemic. As soon as the countries around
the world started closing their doors, our country also
underwent a series of lockdowns designed to keep the
virus at bay as we stay safe at home.
Living and surviving a pandemic wouldn’t be possible
without the frontliners – from doctors, nurses, medical
workers, convenience store staff to street sweepers,
barangay volunteers, and delivery riders who bring food,
packages, and essentials to our doorsteps.
Knowing the health and economic impact of the pandemic,
the PLDT-Smart Foundation, upon the directive of its
Chairman Manuel V. Pangilinan, mobilized its manpower
and resources immediately to assist those who need it
most.
“We stand behind our country’s frontline workers every
step of the way. Our small gesture is our way of thanking
them for their noble efforts to combat the COVID-19
pandemic,” said PSF President Ma. Esther O. Santos.

Providing essential medical
equipment for COVID facility in QC
PLDT Chairman and CEO Manuel V. Pangilinan
led in the turnover of over a multi-million peso
donation of hospital equipment to the East
Avenue Medical Center for its new COVID facility.
A total of 60 beds were allocated for the
emergency room, wards, and ICU. These include
hospital bed with mattresses, overhead and
bedside tables, foot stool, IV stands, curtains,
comforters and draw sheets. Monitors, ventilators,
and gadgets needed to attend to critical patients
were also part of the hospital equipment
donation.
“Along with other private sector groups, we
continue to support government efforts to
fight the COVID-19 pandemic. We hope that our
assistance will help provide quality care for
patients, especially during this critical phase of
the health emergency,” said Pangilinan.

120,000+ PPEs

donated to LGUs, communities, and frontline
workers benefitted from Taal relief drive

20,000+

grocery packs

4,000+

distributed to families affected
by the pandemic

Saluting the health workers of V. Luna Hospital
PSF and Tulong Kapatid gave over 1,000 grocery
packs to the families of frontline health workers
and personnel of V. Luna Hospital as well as the
families of the frontline Armed Forces of the
Philippines (AFP) checkpoint officers.

hygiene kits
given to frontliners
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“We salute our frontline heroes for the
courageous work that they are doing
in taking care of the people affected by
COVID-19. We join the growing number
of Filipinos who are coming together
to help our health workers during this
critical time.”
Manuel V. Pangilinan
PLDT-Smart Foundation Chairman
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Protecting the medical frontliners
of various hospitals
Health workers from various hospitals in the metro,
who are at the frontlines of the fight against COVID-19,
received support from PSF as it donated over 50,000
face masks and other personal protective equipment
(PPEs).
The Philippine General Hospital, one of the COVID
referral hospitals, received 20,000 surgical masks.
Several hospitals and government response teams
also received 50 hazmat suits each from PSF with the
assistance of the Makati Medical Center Foundation.
This includes the Rizal Medical Center, Philippine
Heart Center, Lung Center of the Philippines, National
Kidney and Transplant Institute, East Avenue Medical
Center, Jose N. Rodriguez Memorial Hospital, and the
Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP).
As part of this effort, ZTE Corporation turned over
10,000 surgical face masks to PSF to be distributed to
different hospitals.
Assisting those who help others
The St. Arnold Janssen Kalinga, a missionary center
that provides care for homeless individuals in
Metro Manila, received reusable masks and sacks
of rice from PSF. This is not only for the vulnerable
beneficiaries of the center but also for its staff who
has been continuously doing God’s work even amid the
pandemic.
Boosting relief efforts in Pampanga
The pandemic has drastically affected communities
who were already struggling prior to March 2020. Thus,
PSF has continued to reach out to these underserved
communities, such as those in far-flung areas of
Pampanga which received much-needed support.
At the height of the pandemic, PSF turned over a total
of 1,000 grocery packs, 250 PPE sets, and 10 tents. In
Angeles City, 500 grocery packs and 250 PPE sets were
turned over to their LGU through Vice Mayor Maria
Vicenta L. Vega-Cabigting.
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“We continue to try our best in addressing the needs
of our brothers and sisters in struggling communities
across the country, especially during these trying
times,” said PSF President Ma. Esther O. Santos.
NLEX Road Warriors Coach Yeng Guiao and players
Mike Miranda, William McAloney, and Kris Porter also
joined the turnovers in Angeles and in the Safe Haven
Quarantine.
Meanwhile, in San Fernando, Pampanga, 500 grocery
packs and 10 tents were turned over to the PNP Region
3 for distribution to poor families living in far-flung
areas.

SHOWING OUR COMPASSION

This was done in coordination with the DSWD headed
by its Disaster Response Management Bureau director
Jam Karess Bazon, and Yakan Tribe president Bidal
Addang.
The PSF has been a certified agency of the DSWD
for the foundation’s regular programs, especially for
disaster response and has been a registered Social
Welfare Development Agency since 2014.
Providing relief to construction workers
The lockdowns drastically affected those who work
on a per-day wage. This happened to the construction
workers who were left at their work sites with no food
or living essentials. Learning about their plight, PSF
provided relief packs to 600 displaced construction
workers located in UP Diliman.
In partnership with DWSD, UP Diliman (Office of the
Vice Chancellor for Planning and Development), and
the Your 200 Pesos group, the donations came from
PLDT and Smart’s Kapit Kapatid, which is an employeeinitiated fundraising campaign for frontliners as well
as communities severely impacted by the pandemic.
Giving nourishment to the youth
Proper nutrition is very vital in the growing years of a
child or a teen as it builds an able body with a strong
immune system. When Fr. Al’s Children Foundation
Inc. (FACFI) approached PSF to assist two of its
beneficiaries – Sisters of Mary Biga Girlstown and
Adlas Boystown, which are both in Silang, Cavite, the
importance of proper nutrition was highlighted.

As part of their development support operations and
bayanihan efforts, MBLT-10 and Naval Task Group FleetMarine Cagayan spearheaded the “All-in-One Mission”
in Fuga Island. The island is part of the Babuyan
archipelago which is the second northernmost island
group in the country. Most of the 2,000 residents in
Fuga live below the poverty line with limited access to
education, health services, and basic needs especially
during the pandemic.
Showing compassion to stranded OFWs and locals
The global health pandemic has drastically affected
the lives and livelihood of a lot of people, including
our OFWs who were supposed to go back to work,
or head back home. OFWs were not the only ones
affected but also those who want to return to their
provinces because they were laid off or they couldn’t
find employment in the capital.
A majority of them, who have no place to stay in
Metro Manila, were placed at the Villamor Elementary
School in Villamor Airbase in Pasay City. Aware of
their hardships and challenge to reunite with their
families and their dwindling resources, the PLDT-Smart
Foundation (PSF) decided to provide meals and other
assistance.
The PSF partnered with the DILG and the DSWD-NCR
to assist these stranded OFWs and local stranded
individuals, some of whom sold their belongings
just to survive on a day-to-day basis. PSF was able
to provide relief to them through employee-led
fundraising initiatives such as the Fairness, Integrity,
Transparency and Accountability (F.I.T.A.) Video
Challenge and Kapit Kapatid Program.

PSF’s donation to the Girlstown include 100 sacks of
Dinorado rice and a variety of vegetables. The items
were very timely as the pandemic posed challenges to
fulfill each teen’s dietary requirements.
“I wish to thank PSF and all our benefactors for
their support which enables us to carry out our
responsibility of providing these youngsters with
their basic needs: food, shelter, clothing, high school
education — totally free of charge,” said Sister Teresita
A. Sumalabe, SM, OIC of FACFI.
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Helping a Muslim community
The PSF turned over food pack donations to 300
families from the Yakan Tribe, a Muslim community
located in Tandang Sora, Quezon City.

Sending relief to a northernmost island
Over 500 families from Fuga Island in Aparri,
Cagayan received grocery packs from the PLDT-Smart
Foundation (PSF) through the assistance of the Marine
Battalion Landing Team (MBLT)-10, Philippine Marine
Corps stationed in Northern Cagayan.

COMPASSION FOR COMMUNITIES
Empowering women with livelihood
and purposeful mission
The pandemic has affected all sectors of society, more
so for those who are vulnerable and rely on day-today income for sustenance and survival. One of the
most affected are the women, some who became
breadwinners during the pandemic as their husbands
lost their jobs or sources of income.
The PLDT-Smart Foundation (PSF) recognized this and
decided to “hit two birds in one stone” – provide a
source of income for women, and at the same time,
augment the limited supply of facemasks.
In partnership with the Kababaihan Kamay ng
Kaligtasan (KKK), PSF was able to help women who are
trying to make a living during this difficult times. The
group produced over 36,000 facemasks for frontliners.

under the Community Health Education Emergency
Rescue Services Corp. (CHEERS). KKK participants and
beneficiaries include women-recipients of 4Ps, solo
parents, and those who were affected by the ECQ.
The facemasks produced by the KKK women’s group
were distributed by PSF to several hospitals in Metro
Manila. Some 500 sets of PPE were donated to the
following facilities: Novaliches Hospital, Sta. Ana
Hospital, National Center for Mental Health, San
Lazaro Hospital, and Jose Fabella Memorial Hospital.
Among the recipients of the face masks were the AFP
frontliners, Makati Medical Center Foundation for PNP
HPG, and various communities affected by COVID-19.

According to Sandra S. Montano, KKK Founder
and Chairperson of the Philippine Commission on
Women, PSF’s assistance allowed the women who
were affected by the pandemic to have a source
of income as they produced reusable, washable,
and re-wearable facemasks. The KKK is a program

36,000
facemasks

produced by KKK women’s group,
which was donated to hospitals

“We are glad that with the help of PSF, we are able to provide a source of
income for women who were affected by the pandemic as they produce these
reusable, non-woven protective masks. This will not only tremendously help
their families but also contribute in our overall fight against COVID.”
Sandra S. Montano
KKK Founder and Chairperson of the Philippine Commission on Women
12
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Giving our soldiers a helping hand
in the battle vs. COVID
Every little help counts as we are all faced
with enormous challenges in the new
normal. One of the most vital frontliners in
the pandemic are our men and women in
uniform, such as the frontline workers of
the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP).
With a strong commitment from PLDT
Chairman and CEO Manuel V. Pangilinan
to help frontline military and checkpoint
officers in fighting the disease, the PLDTSmart Foundation (PSF) has launched
various partnership efforts with the AFP.
First, frontline workers of the AFP are now
able to avail of the special offers of PLDTSmart products and services through the
PLDT-Smart rolling store stationed at Camp
Aguinaldo.
PSF also turned over to AFP 20 packages
of thermal scanners with a complete
protection set. The package includes a
high-quality non-contact thermal scanner,
isopropyl alcohol, face shields, surgical
gloves, head cap/ shoe cover, and reusable
face masks.
Prior to the turnover, PSF supported over
4,000 individuals who were affected by the
lockdown in Quezon City through the AFP’s
mobile kitchen initiative “Kapwa Ko Sagot
Ko.”
In its effort to serve underprivileged
communities, PSF turned over 1,000 pieces
of whole chicken and 500 kilograms of
vegetables for the AFP mobile kitchen. The
fresh vegetables were purchased directly
from farmers’ cooperatives including the
Batangas Organic and Natural Farming
Agriculture Cooperative. Moreover, the
foundation donated vegetable seeds from
its partner nursery in Pampanga for the
Community Garden in Camp Aguinaldo.
The foundation also turned over 3,000
canned goods, 1,000 breads, and 300 meal
packs for AFP frontline personnel. During the
yearlong pandemic, PSF has been constantly
supporting the AFP by providing grocery
packs to the frontline personnel and their
families and turning over PPE donations. It
also sponsored decontamination services in
public hospitals and AFP offices as well as
donations of ascorbic acid and ready-to-eat
meals to frontline checkpoint officers.
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“Our partnership with the private sector such
as PSF is very important in these critical times.
The AFP has been an indispensable ally to
bring assistance to people who need it most.
As frontliners in this battle against COVID, we
also face health risks, so any kind of support to
protect our soldiers is very much welcome.”
Delfin Lorenzana
Secretary of the Department of National Defense.

2,000+

men and women

in uniform served by the rolling store
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Providing relief and
happiness in a Sack of Joy
In these tough times, any little reminder of happiness could mean a lot.
This is the hope that each “Sack of Joy” brings as it contains learning tools
and school supplies meant to give each child a smile on his or her face by
helping them perform better inside a classroom.
In 2020, the PLDT-Smart Foundation continued to give away Sack of Joy bags
to different communities all over the country. This is, after all, a time to
bring cheer to the kids as they are quarantined and learning at home.
Some of the recipients include Alagang Kapatid Foundation Inc., which
received 200 Sack of Joy bags
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13,000

Sack of Joy
donated since 2018

Advocating mental health support
for frontline healthcare workers
After months of battling COVID infection surges, our country’s frontline healthcare
workers are experiencing the heavy toll on their physical and mental stamina. But
organizations, such as the PLDT-Smart Foundation (PSF), in its own way, are finding
ways to uplift them.
In cooperation with Makati Medical Center Foundation, PSF provided 2,000 Sack
of Joy Psychosocial Wellness Kits for frontline healthcare workers and patients
in isolation at various hospitals and quarantine facilities. The SOJ Psychosocial
Wellness Kits include recreational materials, hygiene items and materials on
coping with COVID-19.
The health facilities that received these kits include Pasig City Children’s Hospital,
Pasig City General Hospital, Rizal Medical Center, Philippine International
Convention Center (PICC) Quarantine Facility, the Philippine Air Force, and the
Philippine Marine Corps.
Add to that, PSF also supported Makati Medical Center Foundation Project
NaSHOEnalism, which is in partnership with the MMC Section of Psychiatry. Work
shoes were provided as a prize to chosen frontline healthcare workers. Frontline
workers nominated a health organization or uniformed sector of their choice as a
way to recognize the brave efforts of health heroes.
“In our own way, we pay tribute to our modern-day heroes who bravely put
themselves out there to keep us safe. We hope that through this NaSHOEnalism
Project, we are able to provide them a bit of hope and joy,” said PLDT Public Affairs
Deputy Head Carlo Ople.
Four frontline MMC health workers and their nominated public sector partners
were chosen as winners. These were Ofelia Abayan who nominated the Philippine
National Police, Ormalyn Bayting who nominated the Philippine Army, Jessica
Cruz who nominated the National Center for Mental Health, and Vina Seno who
nominated Ospital ng Malabon.

“Aside from ensuring health security amid the
pandemic, what we bring to our beneficiaries is
peace of mind and a joyful heart through these
SOJ Psychosocial Wellness Kits. We salute our
private sector partners for helping us advocate
mental health and wellness for all.”
Marge Barro
Executive Director of Makati Medical Center Foundation
SHOWING OUR COMPASSION
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Taking a time out to help
When a blaze hit a residential area in Mandaluyong City in June,
more than 600 families were rendered homeless. The PLDT-Smart
Foundation (PSF) mobilized its team and resources to help and
found a new “teammate” in this relief mission – the
TNT Katropa basketball team.
The team did not only provide financial
assistance for the fire survivors, they also
joined in the distribution of hot meals and
grocery packs to the evacuees at the Nueve
De Febrero Elementary School and other
evacuation centers in Barangay Addition Hills,
Mandaluyong City.
TNT Katropa cagers such as Kib Montalbo,
Gryann Mendoza, and Jjay Alejandro assisted in
the relief pack distribution and were joined by
coaches Mark Dickel and Bong Ravena, as well
as team manager Gabby Cui and assistant
team manager Miguel Fernandez.

Gabby Cui
PLDT-Smart
Assistant Vice
President and
TNT Katropa
Team Manager

The PSF outreach mission was
organized together with
Mandaluyong Councilor
Charisse Abalos-Vargas and
Your 200 Pesos co-founder
Michele Gumabao and coach
Aldo Panlilio.
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“We hope that through
this relief effort, we are
able to bring some joy and
comfort to the families
whose lives are forever
changed by this tragedy.
A big thanks to the PLDTSmart Foundation for
giving us an opportunity
to be part of this activity.”
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The worst of times truly brings out the best in everyone.
This was demonstrated by employees of PLDT and Smart
when they banded together for “Kapit Kapatid” -- an
employee-initiated fundraising campaign for frontliners
as well as communities severely impacted by the
pandemic.
An impressive P6,664,000 was raised in total donations
from March 25 to April 13, 2020. The amount came from
donations of 3,553 employees, which was composed of
2,064 from PLDT and 1,489 from Smart.

“It was truly heartening to know that
even amid the challenges of a pandemic,
the employees of PLDT and Smart
proved that they are able to share their
resources, care for others, and show
that empathy is alive and well.”
Ma. Esther O. Santos
PSF President

The amount was fully utilized to support the projects
and initiatives of partner agencies and groups, such
as the DSWD, AFP, Tulong Kapatid CSR Group, Alagang
Kapatid Foundation, and the Makati Medical Center
Foundation.
Because of the initiative of the employees, the amount
was able to provide 1,500 pieces of PPE sets for various
hospitals in Metro Manila such as San Lazaro Hospital,
Novaliches Hospital, Santa Ana Hospital and in the
provinces such as Laguna Medical Center, Bicol Regional
Training and Teaching Hospital, and Oriental Mindoro
Provincial Hospital, among others.
The raised fund was also able to purchase food packs
and items for the mobile kitchen (2,000 packs of food
and groceries, 2,742 kilograms of rice, 2,642 kilograms
of vegetables, and 1,500 kilograms of chicken). Grocery
packs were given to families living under the bridge in
Quezon City, Home for the Aged in Pulang Laso Center;
while the AFP Mobile Kitchen was able to serve various
barangays in QC, Malabon, Valenzuela, and Navotas
Cities.
What’s commendable is that Kapit Kapatid was able to
give a P1,000 cash assistance for Office Ates and Kuyas
-- the 3,188 service provider personnel of PLDT and
Smart who have been affected by the pandemic.
The employees of PLDT and Smart who powered Kapit
Kapatid embodied the CSR cornerstone of the PLDTSmart Foundation -- to be there for others in times of
great need.

P6.6 million
Raised funds
of Kapitd Kapatid

3,553

No. of employees
from PLDT and Smart who donated
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Holding on and reaching
out to our ‘Kapatid’
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Responding with
swiftness to aid
typhoon victims
Tilis, Bato, Catanduanes

In the path of the typhoon belt, our country
is visited annually by typhoons. The year
2020 was more challenging not only because
of the strength of Typhoons Quinta, Rolly,
Baras, Catanduanes
and Ulysses, but because of the pandemic.
Health protocols must be observed to avoid
the spread of the virus in evacuation sites,
which are typically crowded with families.

Virac, Catanduanes
Cagayan

Volunteers from PLDT and Smart Sales helped in repacking of
the relief goods, while PSF together with the Alagang Kapatid
Foundation, went around the country where these typhoons hit,
bringing with them the resources of the MVP Group of Companies
to immediately help the victims.

Isabela
Rizal

Nueva Ecija

Marikina

Some of the locations of the relief drives to aid typhoon victims:

Coloong,
Valenzuela

Quezon

Mal-Ay Lopez,
Quezon

Brgy. Santo Nino,
Pili, Camarines Sur
Brgy. Binanuaaanan,
Pili, Camarines Sur

Lopez,
Quezon

Milaor,
Camarines Sur

Bicol

Metro Manila, AFP PAF

Cavite

Poblacion, Cabusao,
Camarines Sur

San Miguel,
Catanduanes

Bulacan

Ocampo,
Camarines Sur

Sangay,
Camanarines Sur
Baao,
Camarines Sur

Brgy. San Jose,
Pili Camarines Sur
Bato,
Catanduanes
Virac,
Catanduanes

Brgy. Tarusanan, Milaor,
Camarines Sur

Libmananam,
Camarines Sur

San Miguel,
Iriga

Brgy. Bokal,
San Fernando, Camarines Sur
Polangui, Albay
Daraga, Albay
Brgy. Tubaon,
Virac, Catanduanes

Guinobatan,
Albay

Arandurugan Village,
Quitago, Guinobatan,
Albay

Brgy. Calampong,
Catanduanes

Marinduque

Brgy. Sugcad,
Polangui, Albay

Brgy. Villaflorida,
Ocampo, Camarines Sur

Brgy. Busay,
Daraga, Albay

Tigaon, Camarines Sur
Brgy. Pacagon,
San Miguel, Catanduanes

Bokal and Tarusanan,
Camarines Sur

Pili, Camarines Sur
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Libmananam, Camarines Sur

COMPASSION FOR COMMUNITIES

Impacting change in the
communities of VisMin

facilities and LGUs of Gen. Santos and Davao Cities.
They were the beneficiaries of 10,000 pieces of face
masks and 900 liters of disinfectants. Cagayan de Oro,
another major Mindanao city, received 500 sets of PPE.

The reach of the PLDT-Smart Foundation is nationwide
so it goes wherever there is a need that arises from
organizations located in far-flung areas and hardto-reach communities. In 2020, PSF placed special
emphasis on the provinces and cities in the VisayasMindanao regions as they were tremendously affected
by the health pandemic.

Teachers were also considered by PSF as it donated
face masks and face shields to DepEd teachers in
Dipolog City, Iligan City, and Gen. Luna in Siargao.
Schools such as those in Sarangani also benefited
from face mask donations.

From organizations, hospitals, schools, and even
tribes, the assistance of PSF reached them via donated
pieces of face masks and PPEs, liters of disinfectants,
and relief packs.
In Visayas, for example, PSF reached out to Eastern
Visayas via PPE donation to Samar Provincial Hospital
in Catbalogan, and the Eastern Visayas Regional
Medical Center in Tacloban City. Prior to the pandemic,
PSF together with Smart and Cebu Cordova Link
Expressway donated fixtures and furniture to the
Hilario and Josefa Davide Memorial Library and
Museum in Argao, Cebu.
In Mindanao, PSF’s donation reached the COVID
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To help the medical frontliners in Mindanao, face
masks and disinfectants were also provided to Davao
Regional Medical Center, Davao Oriental Provincial
Medical Center, Sarangani Provincial Hospital, and the
Cotabato Regional and Medical Center, among others.
The donated items are crucial needs of frontliners for
them to be safe as they fight the worldwide health
crisis.
The distance of far-flung communities was not a
hindrance for PSF to bring some aid. The Kagan Tribe
in Banaybanay, Davao Oriental, with the assistance
of 1TOPUP (Smart’s provincial distributor) received
face masks and disinfectants. Tawi-Tawi also received
assistance via PPE donation, which was received
by Simunul Mayor Wasilah T. Abdurahman. Jolo,
represented by its Governor’s Office, also received
relief packs as assistance to displaced families.

SHOWING OUR COMPASSION

Over 10,000 families and communities received Noche
Buena packs from Tulong Kapatid, which includes
PLDT-Smart Foundation (PSF), PLDT, and Smart,
showing that even amid a grueling pandemic, there
are still ways to bring joy especially in the season of
giving. Indeed, it is “Tuloy Pa Rin Ang Pasko” for the
MVP Group of Companies.
In December, Tulong Kapatid led a nationwide
donation drive to fund Noche Buena packs, which
included food and essentials as well as children’s
toys. Part of the donated fund was used to support
teachers, farmers, public hospitals, and communities
as they continue to suffer from the impacts of
COVID-19.

“The companies have all agreed that even
if there is a pandemic, Christmas must be
celebrated with our loved ones. No amount
of challenge, trial, or adversity could stop
the season of sharing our blessings. We
will all rise up once again and recover from
this year.”
Ma. Esther O. Santos
President of PSF

On the part of PSF, it provided Noche Buena packs,
as well as vegetables and fruits, to around 3,000
families and communities.
Some of the communities supported by PSF were
the Aeta community in Sitio, Villa Maria, Porac,
Pampanga, in partnership with NLEX; and families
in Brgy. Buli, Muntinlupa, in partnership with Asian
Hospital Medical Center.
Other communities in PSF’s Santa list included Fr.
Al’s Children Foundation, Inc. and Home for the
Aged – Golden Reception and Action Center for the
Elderly and Other Special Cases (GRACES) where PSF
provided the vegetables and fruits for their Christmas
dinner. Together with One Meralco Foundation,
PSF also gave Noche Buena boxes to the service
personnel as well as the indigent patients of the East
Avenue Medical Center.
Together with Cardinal Santos Medical Center, PSF
also reached out to the San Felipe Parish Community
in Mandaluyong City; Archdiocese Manila Ministry
of Person with Disability (AMMPD); and residents
and staff of Lourdes Handicapped Center. PSF also
supported the beneficiary communities of Caritas
Manila and Radio Veritas.
From tricycle drivers in Pasig City and Manila City,
frontline workers from EAMC, typhoon-affected
families in Naga City, to churches across the country,
PSF made the spirit of Christmas truly felt not only in
words but also in deed.

10,000+

recipients

of Noche Buena packs during Christmas of 2020
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Continuing the Christmas
tradition of sharing

FRONTLINING FOR EDUCATION

FRONTLINING
FOR EDUCATION
The pandemic has forced us to rethink our way of life, recalibrating our efforts toward
safety at home and workspace, including our children’s learning spaces. As our learners
sailed through the academic year in virtual online classrooms and our teachers focus
on the creation of teaching materials that would fit in online platforms, the PLDT-Smart
Foundation recognizes and supports that learning and mentoring must continue. This
way, no learner is left behind, even in these most challenging of times.
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Gearing Gabay Guro
for the new normal
Gabay Guro, or popularly known as 2G, has solidified
its reputation as a holistic program that trains, uplifts,
and honors our teachers and scholars with its seven
pillars. The year 2020 is more memorable because
Gabay Guro continued with its efforts even in a
pandemic, not forgetting the teachers who are now
much challenged with distance or modular learning.
Initially started as a response to the call of the
government for the private sector to support the
improvement of the quality of education, it has now
become a platform where PLDT-Smart Foundation, in
partnership with the PLDT Manager’s Club, Inc., Metro
Pacific Investments Inc., and volunteers to show that
we acknowledge the efforts and sacrifices of our
educators nationwide.
On Oct. 3, more than 500,000 teachers went online to
attend the PLDT Gabay Guro Virtual Grand Gathering.
This annual get-together is the culmination of Gabay
Guro’s effort to honor teachers who have worked hard
especially during the pandemic and as education
rapidly shifts to digital mode.

Since its inception in 2007,

Gabay Guro
1,047 graduates
328 graduates

has produced

academic distinction.

holding

Currently, the total number of

active scholars is 582
1,988 grantees
with a total of
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since 2007.
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“For as long as we can as much as we can, Gabay Guro will be
here to share whatever we can to help lighten the burden of our
kababayans, especially the teachers and the students who were
adversely affected. We want to help and we will help.”
Chaye Cabal-Revilla
Gabay Guro Chairperson
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Gabay Guro also unveiled its Learning Never
Stops campaign, with one-hour sessions featuring
noteworthy speakers and resource persons made
available, free-of-charge, to teachers nationwide. In
2020, Gabay Guro has conducted 27 e-learning sessions
on Facebook with over 456,000 views to date.
The program provides scholarship grants to deserving
students taking up Bachelor of Science in Education,
as well as teachers’ training, livelihood programs,
broadbanding and computerization, housing and
educational facilities, innovation, and an annual
teachers’ tribute.
The Gabay Guro team concluded the challenging year
by organizing a fundraiser to extend help to teachers,
students, and schools that were affected by the
pandemic and the typhoons. The star-studded online
musical concert, billed “Himig ng Pasko at Pag-asa,”
was streamed via the Gabay Guro and DepEd Facebook
pages and the Gabay Guro YouTube channel.
The online musical featured top Filipino artists and
celebrities in never-before-seen collaborations as they
re-introduced the beauty of original Filipino music. The
musical arrangements were provided and led by no
less than National Artist Ryan Cayabyab.
Among the artists who lent their time and talent
for this noteworthy endeavor of Gabay Guro include
Sharon Cuneta, Gary Valenciano, Regine Velasquez
Alcasid, Martin Nievera, Kuh Ledesma, Basil Valdez,
Randy Santiago, Vina Morales, among others, with
Pops Fernandez hosting the event.
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Gabay Guro launched its one-stop “Gabay Guro Super
App” for digital educational resources in time for
World Teachers Day 2020. The app connects and
empowers thousands of teachers with e-learning
content and interactive programs. Teachers may also
access DepEd platforms and curriculum in the app.

FRONTLINING FOR EDUCATION

Doing the Dynamic Learning
Program in a new setting
The Dynamic Learning Program (DLP) was
conceptualized and done in partnership with the
Central Visayan Institute Foundation (CVIF) under
renowned scientist-educators Dr. Christopher Bernido
and Dr. Ma. Victoria Carpio-Bernido. Through the
years, the PLDT-Smart Foundation supported this
initiative as the CVIF-DLP rolled out to more schools,
and was taught to more teachers.
The pandemic was not an excuse to stop the DLP to
reach more educators. In fact, the pandemic further
opened doors to this program as the program was
conducted online via a three-day web forum series
called “#NoLearnerLeftBehind: Education for All in
the New Normal.” Over 420,000 viewers were given
information on the DLP straight from the Bernidos.
The CVIF-DLP is now available for free access via the
DepEd Commons at www.commons.deped.gov.ph. The
ready-to-use Junior and Senior High School Learning
Activity Sheets were developed by the CVIF. It is one
of only three DepEd-endorsed supplemental learning
materials for this schoolyear.
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A concert with a cause indeed! In support of the
PLDT-Smart Foundation’s “No Learner Left Behind”
campaign, which aims to enable students and
teachers to adapat to the blended learning strategy,
PLDT Home held a benefit online concert dubbed
“#AtHomeWithPLDT”.
Viewers donated through text, bank transfer, or
Paymaya QR code. At the end of the concert, over
P1.5 million was raised, including donations from PLDT
Home and PLDT Enterprise.

PSF further expanded on this advocacy by providing 112
units of Smart Pocket WiFi with load cards to Quezon
City Science High School during its 53rd anniversary.
The pocket WiFi is intended for scholars who can’t
afford to buy their home broadband device.

Forming the donation were five School-in-a-Bag turned
over to the DepEd, pocket Wifi, and load cards to
various teachers of DepEd, scholars of AHA Learning
Center, San Beda College Alumni Foundation, students
from Isla Verde, Batangas, and several athletes from
Philippine Sports Commission.

Add to that, our Aeta brothers and sisters from
MINSAC and MENA Foundation Tuloy Aral Program in
Pampanga also received tablets from Carlo Ople and
load cards through PSF. This is also in partnership
with Barefoot Philippines, a youth-led organization of
Ateneans working for UNICEF.

Providing the tools for e-learning
The Solomon family is one among the millions of
families who faced the challenges of online learning.
Aside from lack of access to the internet, the students
in the family don’t have the available gadgets
at home.
Hearing about their plight, the PLDT-Smart Foundation
and PLDT-Smart decided to assist the Solomon family
by providing the tools needed for their online classes.
Chairman MVP himself donated a laptop for the
children. Carlo Ople donated a tablet, while Smart
Consumer Development NCR gave a smartphone. PSF
provided Smart LTE Pocket WiFi with P3,000 worth of
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load cards and grocery packs and hygiene kits for
the family.
“We continue to reach out to far-flung communities
nationwide. We meet families whose stories inspire
us to continue to advocate for a better world -- one
that will equally benefit people from all walks of
life. It is our hope that we bring opportunities to
more Filipinos across the country. We will continue
to do more,” said Pangilinan.
With this help, the Solomon children would not be
left behind and do not need to stop learning from
the comforts of their home.
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Ensuring that no
learner is left behind

FRONTLINING FOR EDUCATION

“These donations will definitely help the beneficiaries, many
of whom are from low-income families in far-flung areas. This
gift will be their ticket to learn and have a better shot at a
brighter future. Thank you so much to the donors for giving our
beneficiaries the chance to realize their dreams.”
Arizza Nocum
Kris for Peace President

Collaborating efforts
with online influencers
Organizations advocating for proper child
education such as AHA! Learning Center and
Kris for Peace got support from PLDT-Smart
Foundation and partner social media influencers.
Learning and internet connectivity gadgets in
the form of tablets and Smart LTE Pocket WiFi
with load cards were given to the beneficiaries.
The donation was also through the initiative
of Unbox founder Carlo Ople together with
Project 7 to 1, a Facebook community of Pinoy
Sneakerheads.
PSF also collaborated with Your200Pesos
founder and beauty queen Michele Gumabao for
the selection of beneficiaries. The two learning
centers were selected for their advocacy work
with children and as part of the celebration of
National Children’s Month last November.
“I encourage children to prioritize their
education and use it as a tool to building
their future, their career, and their dreams.
That is why we at Your200Pesos admire and
support other organizations such as AHA! who
dedicate their service to promoting education
and eliminating illiteracy in our country. I hope
that through this initiative, more students can
continue learning and continue the pursuit of
their dreams,” said Gumabao.
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Sending more
School-in-a-Bag to
those who need it
There was never a time in our modern history when
the education system was challenged tremendously.
This situation calls for solutions that are practical
yet innovative at the same time. This is what can be
said with the Smart School-in-a-Bag (SIAB) -- a waterresistant backpack that contains a laptop for the
teacher, 20 tablets to let students access interactive
applications even while offline, and a Smart LTE pocket
WiFi kit which teachers can use to connect to the
internet and download additional content.
These were designed to support distance learning,
even in remote areas without electricity and internet
connectivity.
In 2020, a total of 86 School-in-a-Bag were donated to
DepEd schools nationwide, 15 of which went to DepEd
in support of the agency’s Basic Education Learning
Continuity Plan.
To mark the birthday of PLDT Chairman Manuel V.
Pangilinan, he led the turnover of the School-in-a-Bag
donation to North Bay Boulevard North Elementary
School in Navotas City. The SIAB donation forms
part of the US$50K grant from Huawei Technologies
Philippines, Inc. to the PLDT-Smart Foundation (PSF).

“PLDT and Smart are one with DepEd
in keeping teachers, students, and the
entire academic community connected.
Accordingly, we have levelled up our
efforts to provide tools, technology,
and information during the pandemic.”
Manuel V. Pangilinan
PLDT-Smart Foundation Chairman

North Bay Boulevard North Elementary School
was personally chosen by MVP to be the first SIAB
recipient from the Huawei grant. The school has 60
teachers, while student enrollment has risen to 1,400.
It is located in one of the poorest informal settler
communities in Metro Manila. Along with the SIAB
donation, MVP through the PSF also turned over 66
Huawei tablets that were given to Grade 6 students in
Navotas Market Three.
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Citing the academically
gifted students via the MVP
Academic Excellence Awards
Since 2004, the PLDT-Smart Foundation continues to
support academically gifted students through the MVP
Academic Excellence Awards, now on its 16th year.
In 2020, 179 awardees, who are dependents of PLDT
and Smart employees, were cited. They were given
a one-time grant of P20,000, P30,000, and P50,000
for elementary, high school, and college scholars,
respectively.
A scholarship grant of P50,000 was also awarded
to children with special needs. The MVP Academic
Excellence Awards believes in the principle that
education should be accessible to all, no matter the
economic background.
PLDT and PSF Chairman Manuel V. Pangilinan
congratulated this year’s scholarship recipients via
online. “Despite the difficulties you faced during this
critical time, you made it through, and with flying
colors. Your determination, perseverance, and hard
work brought you to where you are now – a lighthouse
of hope for all of us, a symbol of dreams fulfilled,”
Pangilinan said.
“This year has been challenging for all of us, but to our
dear scholars, I hope that you continue to champion
hope and positivity, especially during this tough time.
May you stay inspired and motivated as you continue
to work even harder to reach your dreams,” said PSF
President Ma. Esther O. Santos.
During the MVP Academic Excellence Awards,
three keynote speakers shared their knowledge
and expertise on how best to adapt to the blended
learning system and ways to enrich the digital
learning experience. They were teacher Iona Mapa,
educator David Esteban, and tech lolo Mon Isberto,
who is also a PSF Trustee.
All of them emphasized the importance of creating a
study habit and a routine when it comes to studying,
especially during online classes. Becoming an
independent learner is very important in the distance
learning set up.

Continuing the
educational assistance
for PNP beneficiaries
On its 12th year, PLDT-Smart Foundation continues to
support the dependents of Filipino police officers who
perished or were injured in service.
   
In line with the Philippine National Police (PNP)
Integrated Transformation Program, the PSF
Educational Assistance Program aims to provide
college educational opportunities to the dependents
of PNP uniformed personnel, with highest priority to
those who are sons/daughters of personnel who were
killed in actual performance of duty (KIA), complete
disability discharged (CDD) wounded or incapacitated
in line of duty and those dependents who graduated
with honors.
  
Every year, a total of 50 dependents are selected by
the PNP to benefit from this scholarship assistance.
The annual grant of the PSF to the PNP is P500,000.
Last year, the MVP Golf Cup led by PLDT Enterprise
partnered with the PSF as its beneficiary. PLDT
Enterprise matched the annual grant of the PSF,
amounting to a total of P1-million educational grant
for 2020.   
  
“Some of the most heartwarming stories I have ever
heard are from the children of our PNP heroes. These
are stories of loss, grief, hope and healing. We want to
continue the legacy of these brave men and women by
empowering their sons and daughters to have the best
opportunities. In PSF, we become enablers of dreams
and countless possibilities,” said PSF President Ma.
Esther O. Santos.

3,462

total grants given for MVPAEA
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639

total number of scholars
produced through
the PNP Educational
Assistance Program

Jhosan Michelle Roy, 20, one of this year’s beneficiaries of
the educational grant. Currently a third-year college student
taking up BS Psychology at the PUP, she dreams to be a clinical
psychologist someday while running her own business.

Ensuring a bright future
for engineering students
The PLDT-Smart Foundation renewed its commitment
to support the UP College of Engineering through a
generous grant that will fund the research of faculty
members.

the deeds of donation – the Manuel V. Pangilinan
Professorial Chair in Engineering and the PLDT-Smart
Foundation Professorial Chair.
In his message, UP President Danilo Concepcion said
that the professorial chairs are truly beneficial to
UP faculty and students, with the University as the
premier learning environment for the nation’s future
engineers and leaders of vital industries.

PLDT and PSF Chairman Manuel V. Pangilinan signed
the deed of donation for the five-year extension of
the PLDT-SMART Foundation Professorial Chair with
UP COE Dean Ferdie Manegdeg and University of the
Philippines Engineering Research and Development
Foundation, Inc. President Rico Trinidad.
In line with this, UP announced the creation of
two new professorial chairs during the signing of

“It’s our privilege and gratitude for allowing us
to help UP in whatever way we can.”
Manuel V. Pangilinan, PSF and PLDT Chairman
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“Malaking bagay po ang tulong na ibinigay sa akin ng PSF.
I’m sure na ‘yung papa ko po ay masaya ngayon dahil patuloy
kong inaabot ang mga pangarap ko.”

SUPPORTING OUR ATHLETES

SUPPORTING
OUR ATHLETES
The year 2020 started on a SEA Games high when our country finished on top of
the medal chart in 2019. It proved that our country, with enough support from the
government and hand-in-hand with the private sector, could motivate our athletes to
become world-class champions. But the world – especially the sports industry – faced its
biggest challenge: A global health pandemic. Even amid the new normal, the PLDT-Smart
Foundation persevered, continuously supporting Filipino athletes while they are at home
or somewhere in the world winning for our country.
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The pandemic has not only cancelled a lot of events,
tournaments, and meets. It has put a temporary brake on the
biggest sporting competition of them all: the 2020 Olympics
in Tokyo, Japan. Even though the sporting event was shelved
in 2020, the PLDT-Smart Foundation continued its support to
the Filipino athletes.
Together with the MVP Sports Foundation, PSF made sure
that athletes continue to be inspired, motivated, and driven
to become champions in their field of sport. In fact, PSF fully
supports the MVPSF’s athletic development program, which
focuses on 10 chosen sports: badminton, basketball, boxing,
cycling, football, golf, taekwondo, rugby, weightlifting, and
squash.

“Para sa akin (For me), there’s
no magic formula for success,
particularly in sports. You have
to prepare for it, you have to do
your best in order to win. You have
to train smarter and harder. Kaya
nagpapasalamat ako sa suporta ng
MVPSF at kay Sir MVP at Sir Al para
sa walang sawa na suporta.”
Hidilyn Diaz
Weightlifting Champion

“The MVPSF supports various sports-related events most
especially those linked to the Philippine national team
to help bring honor and pride to the country. With the
assistance of PSF, we are able to elevate the competitiveness
of the athletes and uplift the quality of sports in the
Philippines,” says Al Panlilio, President of MVPSF.
The sterling accomplishments of our athletes during the
30th Southeast Asian Games only prove that there are more
medals in store for them in the world stage. With the backing
of private institutions and passionate sports patrons such
as MVP, may the athletes bring honor to the country so they
could uplift a nation and inspire the youth.
Going for the win in basketball
MVP’s faith in our national basketball team – Gilas Pilipinas –
cannot be shaken as he fervently believes that basketball is a
sport that unites our nation and speaks to almost everyone.
Though 2020 was a challenging year for Philippine basketball,
which was also compounded by the pandemic, the MVPSF
with PSF continued their support to the Gilas Pilipinas team
and to our FIBA Esports team.
The Samahang Basketbol ng Pilipinas (SBP) is the national
sports association for basketball recognized by the
International Basketball Federation (FIBA). Through support
from the private sector such as MVPSF and PSF, SBP
continuously boosts its basketball programs and formation of
a competitive national team.
“We want to take home more medals in the coming years so
that’s why we are supporting various advocacies targeting
the youth and the coaches, specifically the SBP Coaches
Academy,” says Panlilio. The initial courses of the coaches’
clinic include basic offense and defense. This program is
designed to improve the quality of coaching by providing
access to modern methods.
PSF stands by the Filipino athletes in their quest to go higher,
stronger, and mightier.
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Laying the foundation
for champions
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Ma. Esther O. Santos
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Ma. Esther O. Santos
President
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Atty. Ma. Lourdes C. Rausa-Chan

Luis S. Reñon

Jane J. Basas
Jorge A. Consunji
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*June Cheryl A. Cabal-Revilla – Resigned effective Dec. 31, 2020, replaced by Leo I. Posadas effective Jan. 1, 2021
SHOWING
*Alfredo S. Panlilio – Election as Trustee 35
effective Jan.
4, 2021 OUR
*JaneCOMPASSION
J. Basas – Election as a Trustee effective Feb. 16, 2021

FINANCIAL REPORT

FINANCIAL
REPORT
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STATEMENT OF MANAGEMENT’S RESPONSIBILITY
FOR FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Ramon Cojuanco Bldg.
Makati Ave., Makati City
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ADAPTING TO THE TIMES

PLDT-SMART
FOUNDATION TEAM

The PLDT-Smart Foundation Team gears up
for the new normal way of doing CSR
The once-in-a-lifetime pandemic did not deter the PLDT-Smart Foundation
from fulfilling its mandate -- to uplift the quality of life of each and every
Filipino.
"I remember at the start of 2020, our schedules were already full because
of our multiple relief operations when Taal erupted. We didn't realize then
that it was the start of a life-changing year not only for PSF but for the
entire world," says PSF President Ma. Esther O. Santos.

Ma. Esther O. Santos
President
Emmalyn S. Araojo
Mark Anthony R. Arevalo
Cherie Florette R. Bauto
Arcel C. Dacir
Ma. Lourdes C. De Guzman
Elvira C. Gumangan
Madonna J. Hernandez
Hayden Patulot

When the pandemic hit and strict lockdowns were imposed in March 2020,
the PSF was not caught off guard. In fact, it was Manuel V. Pangilinan, PSF
Chairman, who was one of the first business leaders to rally behind the
affected communities. "We were ready to harness the power of technology
and communications. Even before, we did a lot of online consultations
and meetings with our partners. What changed at that time is how we
delivered our programs to the communities -- there was this extra layer
of making sure that all our volunteers, staff, and executives are safe from
the unseen virus and health protocols are observed during outreach and
relief missions."
What moved Esther the most is the outpouring of assistance, compassion,
and generosity. "I was very surprised that even amid the bleak outlook of
our economy, our partners and donors continued to pour financial and, in
some cases, medical assistance to our beneficiaries."
The year 2020 was also marked with PSF multiple partnerships with the
medical community. This is where Esther saw how our medical frontliners
were doing their best to battle the disease: "I realized that we have to do
all our best to help our frontliners. They risk their lives so others may have
the chance to live. They are truly heroes of this pandemic! PSF honors
them with our programs and initiatives such as Kaptid Kapatid, the AFP
Mobile Kitchen, and the PPE donations, among others. We will continue
to support them as long as this pandemic persists."
For more than 25 years, PSF has stewarded some of
the most meaningful socio-civic programs that
aim to encourage compassion among its ranks,
enrich communities, and instill passion and
excellence in the hearts and minds of its
beneficiaries. The year 2020 is a test
for PSF and it continues to exceed
expectations and expand its
reach in the fields of education,
community building, and sports.
Pandemic or no pandemic, PSF is
ready to face the challenge.
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